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Abstract

In this report, we detail a novel approach to recover 3D hand pose from 2D
images. To this end, we introduce a compact 3D hand model in a low dimension
space where anatomy, kinematics and dynamics are implicitly inherited. The pa-
rameters of this model are recovered through a Bayesian inference approach. To
this end, we propose an objective function which aims at separating the hand-skin
characteristics within the 2D hand silhouette from the cluttered background. To
address computational issues a polygonal approximation of the silhouette is consi-
dered and the differentiations from the 3D model to the 2D silhouette projection
are carried out. Optimization of the cost function is done through a smart particle
filtering approach which combines classical particle filters and local search. We
further develop this concept towards reducing the number of hypotheses to be tes-
ted - while retaining its performance - through the use of a constrained variable
metric gradient descent step. Very promising experimental results demonstrate the
potentials of our approach.





Résumé

Dans ce rapport, nous détaillons une nouvelle approche pour retrouver la position
3D de la main à partir d’une séquence d’images 2D. Dans ce but, nous introdui-
sons un modèle de main compact dans une espace de dimension reduite où l’ana-
tomique et les contraintes cinématiques cinématique sont implicitement héritées.
Les paramètres de ce modéle son inferés par une approche Bayesienne. Nous pro-
posons une fonction de coût séparatant les caractéristiques couleurs de la main
à l’interieur de la silhouette du fond. Dans un soucis d’efficacité algorithmique,
une approximation polygonale de la silhouette est utilisée. La minimisation de la
fonction de coût est faite grace à l’approche "smart particle filter" qui combine les
filtres à particle classsique et une recherche locale. Nous améliorons l’efficacité de
la recherche locale en proposant un évaluation exacte et rapide du gradient ainsi
qu’une une méthode d’optimisation utilisant une métrique variable . L’obtention
du gradient ce fait à grâce au calcul des premier ordre de variation des differents
grandeurs relativement aux paramètres de la main, à partir du modèle 3D jusqu’à
la silouhette 2D et l’évaluation finale de la fonction de coût.Les resultats experi-
mentaux sont trés encourageants et démontrent le potentiel de cette approche.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Hand gestures play a fundamental role in inter-human communication. An effi-
cient hand motion tracking system would provide natural ways of human-machine
interaction in immersed environments. Data gloves are commonly used as input
devices but are expensive and the wires may inhibit free movements. As an alter-
native, vision-based tracking from a camera provide the most natural, non-invasive
form of hand tracking. However designing an accurate and fast vision-based hand
tracking is a difficult task and has been an active search area for a decade. To
our knowledge, there isn’t yet any accurate, robust and real-time hand tracking
algorithm in the literature.

1.2 Previous works
Hand tracking methods [1, 4, 11, 15, 20, 22, 25] lie on various assumptions
and can be roughly classified into two approaches: (i) single-view tracking and
(ii) multi-view tracking. Single-view approaches assume that the hand is filmed
from a unique point of view. Such a constraint makes accurate tracking often
unattainable as no depth information is available. Model-based and view-based
approaches are the most prominent to recover pose from single-view information.
View-based methods approximate the inverse mapping from image to hand para-
meters [20, 21] while model-based methods use a 3D articulated hand model. The
projection of the hand model is matched to the image through the minimization of
cost function generally based on edges [8, 18, 19, 24, 25], silhouettes - obtained
through color segmentation - [9, 30] or optical flow [14].

Multi-view tracking refers to a more powerful information space since the
hand is recorded from multiple view-points and often stereo-matching is possible.
Model-driven is the most common selection of such methods. The hand model
is then matched to the 3D disparity map obtained from the stereo-matching algo-
rithm [3, 6]. However one can question the accuracy of such disparities estimation
due to the absence of strong features on a hand. More advanced methods use two
or more distant cameras have been proposed in [7, 28]. They are based on simul-
taneous silhouette matching on each image.

1.3 Method proposed
In this report we propose a model-based inference method to recover 3D hand
pose from monocular images. Such a method describes the hand using a model
that consists of a number of degrees of freedom with certain limit constraints
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being present on each degree. In order to recover pose, given a number of initial
configurations (hand positions) we perform several optimizations and keep the
one which maximizes its likelihood given the observed image while satisfying
the constraints. To this end, for plausible candidate positions, we synthesize the
corresponding hand silhouette projections in the image plane and measure their
likelihood given our generative model for the background and hand skin pixels.
In order to avoid convergence in local minima, the search is done through a multi-
start constrained gradient descent in the parameter space. To this end, the pose
density is approximated with a number of particles, which inherit an optimization
procedure on top of the perturbation model.

Our method bares some concept similarities with previous variational approaches
[7, 9, 24, 25] that have considered hand silhouette to be the feature space.

Opposite to [9] that was based on a simplex optimization method and [24, 25]
that has ignored gradient information, we propose an efficient hand model and
likelihood functional where fast calculation of the gradient is made possible. The
use of the gradient speed up significantly the convergence rate of the local search
in the parameters space. Opposite to [7] that requires a presegmentation of the
hand we propose an efficient approach where no segmentation is needed. Further-
more, we propose a natural polygonal approximation of the hand silhouette that
facilitates the calculation of the likelihood [27] leading to an efficient optimiza-
tion technique for the 3D pose parameters. Last, but not least the use of multiple
hypotheses testing helps our method to avoid local minima. Similar multiple hy-
potheses concept was proposed in [3] under the assumption that depth information
is available, an important constraint that is not present in our method.

The reminder of this report is organized in the following fashion: In section 2
the articulated hand model along with the corresponding constraints in the para-
meter space are presented, while in section 3 we derive the silhouette computation
in the image plane. The likelihood function and the optimization are part of sec-
tion 4 while we conclude with experimental results and discussion.

2 Hand Model & Constraints

2.1 Hand anatomy

As explained in [13], the human hand is complex mechanical structure comprising
bones, muscles serving as tension motors, tendons acting as cables connecting
muscles to bone, and a covering of protective soft tissue and skin. The bones are
linked at the joints and do not change in size. Muscles produce torque and/or
joint movements trough tension. For every muscle there exist on or more muscles
that serve to oppose it through counter-torque and/or opposing motion. Figure 2.1
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Figure 1: Right hand skeleton from palmar side

illustrate the skeleton of the right hand observed from the palm side. We use the
terminology and abbreviations from that figure hereafter.

2.2 Hand kinematic
The hand as been modeled as an articulated object composed of 17 solid compo-
nents and 28 degrees of freedom (DOF). Each finger is made of three links which
leads to 15 parts. The addition of the palm and the wrist gives a total of 17 parts.
Each finger except the thumb is modelled with the same kinematic chain with 4
DOF (see figure 2):

– abduction/adduction : θz
MP

– flexion/extension : θx
MP , θPIP , θDIP

The thumb is modelled with a kinematic chain with 4 DOF (see figure 3) :

– abduction/adduction : θz
M

– flexion/extension : θy
M , θMP , θIP

Several thumb models have been proposed in previous papers. Most of them
posses 5 DOF with orthogonal axes, using two DOF at the MP instead of one (see
[13],[12]). However we think that our 4 DOF model which uses non-orthogonal
axes (π/4 rotation in the figure 3) is accurate enough to capture the thumb move-
ments.
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Summing the kinematic parameters of all the fingers we get 20 DOF. The
wrist position is related to the palm position through 2 rotation angles. The com-
plete model consists of 22 DOF/internal parameter vector [θint]. In order to de-
scribe the position of the palm relatively to the absolute frame, we consider 6
DOF [θext] (3D translation/translation) leading to a complete model with 28 DOF
[θ ≡ [θext, θint]] ∈ R28.

In order to explicit the equations describing the kinematic chains, we associate
a local coordinate system (xi, yi, zi, oi) for each solid part of the hand, resumed
in a 4 by 4 matrix Ki which gives the transformation to the absolute frame in
homogeneous coordinates :

Ki =

[
xi yi zi oi

0 0 0 1

]

Following [13], we represent the joint rotation around an axis by θα
βγ where

α represents the rotation axis, β the joint and γ the finger. We express the rota-
tion Rx(θ) around the axis x with the angle θ with its 4 by 4 matrix in homo-
geneous coordinates. Similarly we define rotations Ry,Rz, and the translations
Tx,Ty,Tz,Txy.

Palm
PIP

DIP

MP

θz
MP

zPalm

xPalm

LP1

LP2

LP3

yP1

zP1

xP1

zP2

yP2

zP3

yP3

xP2

xP3

yPalm

θDIP

θPIP

θx
MP

Pl

Figure 2: Left hand index kinematic chain

Using such notations the kinematic chain of any of the fingers l ∈ {b, c, d, e}
is given by (see fig 2):

KP1l = Kpalm × Txy(pl)×Rz(θz
MPl)×Rx(θx

MPl)
KP2l = KP1l × Ty(LP1l)×Rx(θPIP l)
KP3l = KP2l × Ty(LP2l)×Rx(θDIPl)

(1)

The kinematic chain of the thumb is given by (see fig 3):
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xP3

zP1
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π
4

LP3a
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Figure 3: Left hand thumb kinematic chain

KMa = Kpalm × Txy(pa)×Ry(θy
M)×Rz(θz

M)
KP1a = KMa × Ty(LMa)×Ry(−π/4)×Rz(θMP )
KP3a = KP1a × Ty(LP1a)×Rz(θIPa)

(2)

2.3 Kinematic constraints
Bones, muscles and tendons structures lead to a number of natural constraints that
should be embedded in the hand model. Analysis of constrains is essential to
achieve the following: 1) avoid unrealistic hand configuration during the tracking
2) reduce the search space. Previous works [13][12] distinguish two type of con-
straints : static and dynamic constraint. Static constraints are independent of the
hand’s pose. Static constraints include joint angle limits calculated for all possi-
ble hand configuration. They are primarily derived from the hand’s bone structure.
Dynamic constraints are angle limits which depend on the other joint in some spe-
cific configuration. They are derived from the tendons structure within the hand.
Note that we consider only active movements (activated by tendons and muscles)
and not passive movements (externally forced) for which joints generally have a
greater range.

From an optimization point of view, static constraints correspond to bounds
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on a single parameter while dynamic constraint correspond to equalities or in-
equalities which involve combination of parameters (linear combination or even
non-linear). All the linear inequalities constraints are stored in a single sparse
matrix A and a vectors b end such that Aθ ≤ b. The corresponding authorized
configuration space is convex, as long as the constraints are linear. Note that the
actual number of DOF can be reduce to the rank number of the matrix A. We
could define many inequalities constraints, however it could be cumbersome to
identify most of them without a systematic approach. One systematic approach
could be to calculate the N-dimension convex hull of a huge set of real configu-
rations (each configuration corresponding to a point in RN ). Such a methodology
do not allow to identify non linear constraints and may lead to many inequalities
constraints. However a small number of identified constraints are far enough to
avoid unrealistic configurations [13].

static constraints : For each finger exept the thumb we have

(θx
MP , θPIP , θDIP ) ∈ [0, 50˚]3

θz
MP ∈ [−15˚, 15˚]

the angles are equal to 0 when the hand is fully extended.

constraint on flexion of the interphalangeal joints : We notice on each finger
that it is nearly impossible to move de DIP without moving the adjacent PIP joint,
without forcing one of them to move in an unnatural manner. This dependency
as been modelled in [13] by 3θDIP − 2θPIP = 0. However we noticed that when
the hand is clenched into a fist (θMP = π/2 and θP IP = π/2) it is easy to have
the DIP joints extended (θDIP = 0), which clearly violate the linear relation given
above. Therefore we choose to replace this constraint by

3θDIP − 2θPIP ≤ 0

3θDIP − 2θPIP ≥ −2θx
MP

constraint on flexion of the metacarpophalangeal joints : The MP joint has a
flexion range of 90 degrees, slightly less for the index finger (b) and progressively
increasing for fingers (c and d). However, since isolated flexion of a finger is re-
stricted by accompanying tension in the palmar interdigital ligament, such flexion
might cause flexion of the adjacent fingers. In the same way, a finger’s extension is
hindered by the flexion of others. This can be modelled by the linear inequalities :
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θx
MPb ≤ θx

MPc + 25

θx
MPb ≥ θx

MPc − 55

θx
MPc ≤ inf(θx

MPb + 55, θx
MPd + 20)

θx
MPc ≥ sup(θx

MPb − 25, θx
MPd − 45)

θx
MPd ≤ inf(θx

MPc + 45, θx
MPe + 50)

θx
MPd ≥ sup(θx

MPc − 20, θx
MPe − 45)

θx
MPe ≤ θx

MPd + 45

θx
MPe ≥ θx

MPd − 50

constraint on adduction and abduction of the metacapophalangeal joints :
In their natural position, the fingers can freely carry out adduction or abduc-

tion. However when clenched into a fist the abduction/adduction range is greatly
reduced. The θz

MP range progressively reduce as θx
MP increase. We model it with :

|θz
MP | ≤ 15(1− α) + 5α, α =

θx
MP

50

All those constraints resumed in equation should be taken into account during
the model fitting process. This is detailed in the section relative to the optimiza-
tion (4.3). Note that another approach in order to create constraints could be to
apply a dimension reduction of the problem: Wu and al[31] used a PCA on a data
set of hand configuration , each represented by corresponding set of internal pa-
rameters (which are of the same order of magnitude), and showed that 95 percent
of the variance is captured within the first 7 principal components. It is possible
to constrain, through equalities, the configuration to lies in the affine space span
by the eigen vectors associated to the 7 highest eigen values and which include
the mean. This dimensionality reduction lower the tracking complexity. However
this approach is susceptible to over constrain the tracking process as 5 percent of
the variance is not captured in the affine space.

2.4 Hand model calibration
The phalengeal lengths, the palm size, the anchor point position of each finger to
the palm, and the phalangeal radius [Fig. (2) and Fig.(3)] should be calibrated dur-
ing the first stage of the tracking as we wish to reduce model-related error and get
precise hand positions. Our calibration stage is now supervised by the user, how-
ever this calibration could be automated using anthropometric knowledge. For the
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calibration the user would be asked to lies is hand in a flat position, the palm front
to the camera, and the finger widely spread. We will fit the hand model to the
filmed hand using the same fitting procedure than during the tracking. The sole
difference is that the hand model will be constrained to stay flat, while freezing
some parameters, and that we will add the antropometric parameters we aim to
estimate (as ellipsoids length and radius) to the hand parameters vector. During
the fitting process it may appear that the estimation is not robust. A first idea to
improve the robustness of the calibration could to add prior on the antropomet-
ric parameters, from anthropometric studies. According to [10], one of the most
exhaustive study of the hand dimensions is the one done by Wagner[5]. Realized
on the base of 238 men and women of various ages it compare 48 morphological
measurements. From those measurements some anthropometric constraints can
be inferred.

The anthropometry constraints are expressed with as in [10]:

Li

LM

= ri ±4ri

where Li is the length of interest, LM the length of the hand , r the mean of the
ratio, and 4r its variance. Here are some of those constraints.

– Palm width/Hand length: 0.44± 0.007

– Palm length/Hand length: 0.496± 0.003

– Index length/Hand length: 0.449± 0.002

– Middle length/Hand length: 0.512± 0.004

– Ring length/Hand length: 0.494± 0.007

As we use a particular model with specific size parameters we must express
each of the considered length Li as a functional a the set of size parameters we use
in our hand description. Those K ratio constraints are resumed using the penalty
functional :

Eanthro(θanthro) = −log[
K∏

i=0

N (ri,4ri)(Li(θanthro)/LM)]

this penalty could be added to the goodness of fitt functional and helps to
get more robust calibration. However this might be not sufficient to get reliable
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calibration. One solution to improve the calibration could be to use several pic-
ture of the hand in different positions t1, . . . , tN and fit the model on each picture
by adjusting independantly the hand position parameters for each image,but con-
straining the antropometric parameters to be the same.

[5, 10]. .

3 Hand Silhouette Computation
Different hand surface models have been proposed in the literature. In [3] a tri-
angulated surface is used for the skin modeling while in [7, 24, 25] a small set
of simple primitives (conics and polyhedron) have been adopted. We consider
a model that refers to an ellipsoid for each phalange, a polyhedron for the palm
and deformable polyhedrons for the skin between fingers. The parameters of each
ellipsoid and the polyhedron are estimated during the calibration stage. Such a
model is good speed/accuracy compromise for the silhouette computation that is
critical in our approach. The hand silhouette computation will be done in three
main steps. [i] Calculation of the frames absolute positions Ki, [ii] Projections of
the primitive and polygonal approximations of such primitives leading to the set of
polygons P , [iii] Computation of the silhouette described by a complex polygon
Q.

Ω

Ω

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) Surface model, (b) primitives projections (c) Union of the projections

Our method is based on gradient descent and requires the calculation of the
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first order variation of the silhouette with respect to the parameter θ. The differ-
entiation should be carried out for each stage of the silhouette computation :

∂Q

∂θ
=

∂Q

∂P

∂P

∂K

∂K

∂θ

The first step [i] is done using the equations (1) and (2 ) . Obtaining ∂K
∂θ

is straight
forward. The second step [ii] has different behavior when considered for ellipsoids
or polyhedrons.

3.1 Ellipsoid Projection
Let us consider the ellipsoid case and ith primitive be such a geometric structure
associated to the frame (Kj). The ellipsoid is described by a matrix Q̂i trough the
equation

[x, y, z, 1]tQ̂i[x, y, z, 1] = 0

which for absolute frame is :

[x, y, z, 1]tK−1t
j Q̂iK

−1
j [x, y, z, 1] = 0

It is shown in [24] that using "pinhole" model for the camera without distortion,
any ellipsoid is projected into a 2D ellipse. Let call P the 3 by 4 projection
matrix associate to the camera. The ellipse is describe in the image plane by
[x, y, 1]tC[x, y, 1] = 0 with

C = Q44Q1:3,1:3 −Q1:3,4Q
t
1:3,4

and
Q ≡ P−1t

s K−1t
j Q̂iK

−1
j P−1

s

Ps ≡
[

P
0 0 0 1

]
and

We approximate the ellipse with an N edges polygon. To this end, We diagonalize
the C matrix:

C = V DV t with V V t = I, D = diag([d1, d2, d3])

We order the eigen values such that d1 ≥ d2 ≥ d3, and estimate the length of the
small and great axes:

a =
√
−d3/d1, b =

√
−d3/d2 (3)

We approximate the ellipse with the polygon Pi = {pi
n}:

pi
n = [xn/zn, yn/zn]t (4)
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with
[xn, yn, zn]t = V × [a cos(2πn/N), b sin(2πn/N), 1]t

Note that the resulting polygon is convex. The projections can now be introduced
to the local optimization which requires the estimation of :

∂Pj

∂Ki

=
∂Pj

∂C

∂C

∂Ki

Obtaining ∂C
∂Ki

is straightforward and therefore is not reported here. In order to
calculate ∂Pj

∂C
, we need the first order variation of the eigen vectors and eigen

values of C. Given the definition of eigen vector we have :

(C − dkI)V1:3,k = [0, 0, 0]t

let calculate the derivative with respect to Cij and given that dC
∂Cij

= eie
t
j with

(ei)i ∈ {1, . . . , 3} being a canonic base of R3 we get :

(eie
t
j −

∂dk

∂Cij

)V1:3,k + (C − dkI)
dV1:3,k

∂Cij

= [0, 0, 0]t (2)

that can be further developed using the constraint ‖V1:3,k‖ = 1;

∂V1:3,k

∂Cij

t

V1:3,k = 0

We consider V t
1:3,k × (2):

V t
1:3,k(eie

t
j −

∂dk

∂Cij

)V1:3,k = −V t
1:3,k(C − dkI)

∂V1:3,k

∂Cij

(5)

as V t
1:3,k(C − dkI) = [0, 0, 0]t we get :

∂dk

∂Cij

=
V1:3,keiejV1:3,k

V1:3,k
tV1:3,k

= VikVjk

The first order variation the eigen vectors is obtained by solving for each eigen
value the following linear system :

[
C − dkI
(V1:3,k)

t

]
∂V1:3,k

∂Cij

=

[ ∂dk

∂Cij
V1:3,k − eiVjk

0

]

where ∂pn

∂Cij
can be obtained from ∂dk

∂Cij
and dV1:3,k

∂Cij
using equations (3) and (4).
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3.2 Convex Polyhedron Projection

The case of polyhedron projection is simpler. Suppose the ith primitive to be a
polyhedron, then it can be described as the convex hull of a finite set of vertices
{si

n}Ni
n=1 in R3. The contour of the projection matches the 2D convex hull of the

projected points. Under such a condition, for a polyhedron that is associated with
the frame Kj we can project its points into the image plane according to:

ŝi
n = [xi

n/z
i
n, y

i
n/zi

n]t

with
[xi

n, yi
n, z

i
n]t = P ×Kj × si

n

The convex hull of the set of projected points {ŝi
n}Ni

n=1 gives a polygon {pi
n} =

{ŝi
h(n)}. The vertices of the polygon correspond to a subset of the projected poly-

hedron vertices. The fonction h gives the indices of the point on the convex hull.
Note that the resulting polygon is convex. We calculate the first order derive of its

vertex using ∂pi
n

∂Kj
=

∂ŝi
h(n)

∂Kj
. The differentiation is straight forward and not detailed

here.

3.3 Silhouette Computation

Once all primitives were projected to the image plane we need to calculate the
hand silhouette which corresponds to the boundary of the union of the polygon
interiors. The projection of each primitive from 3D into a polygon with re-
spect to its associated frame position produce a list a of polygons P ≡ {Pi =
(pi

1, . . . , p
i
ni

)}i=1,...,Np , and the first order derivative of the vertices with respect to

θ,
[

∂pi
k

∂θj

]
. Such vertices are listed counterclokwise. Let denote P̄i the area within

the ith polygon.The sihlouette [Γ ≡ ∂Ω] corresponds to the contour of the unions
[Ω ≡ ∪N

i=1P̄i]. The silhouette is described by a complex polygon Q which might
have holes.

Let denote Q ≡ {Qi ≡ (qi
1, . . . , q

i
ni

)}i=1,...,Nq . Q1 is the exterior silhouette,
Q2:Nq are holes in the silhouette. The silhouette can be written as the union of
segments Γ = ∪Nq

i=1 ∪ni
n=1 qi

nqi
n+1. The computation of the union of polygons is

a classical problem in computational geometry [2, 17]. The problem of comput-
ing the union two convex polygons with m and n vertices respectively has been
addressed in the literature and linear time O(m + n) algorithms have been found
[16, 26, 16]. However it is not obvious how those algorithms could be extended in
order to compute the union of N-polygons. Therefore we address this task through
direct comparison for each pair of polygons successively.
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The first oder derivative of the silhouette vertex qi
k with respect to θ, ie

[
∂qi

k

∂θj

]

is also computed. In case qi
k doesn’t result from an intersection between two

segment its derivative is obtained from its corresponding vertex in P. Otherwise it
is calculated from the first order derivative of the extremities of both intersecting
segments (see Appendix).

4 Pose Estimation
We consider the problem of estimating the hand position, which means recovering
appropriate estimates for θ. To this end, we introduce a cost function L(θ) based
the hand silhouette Γ that reflect the likelihood of such configuration given the
observed image. This function is a log-likelihood function build from the hand and
background generative models. The problem of finding the correct hand position
is a non-linear programming problem. Indeed we aim to minimize L(θ) while
satisfying the constraints Aθ ≤ b. The local minimization will be done through a
variable metric gradient descent under constraints.

4.1 Generative Models
Without loss of generality we can assume that the background is stationary or
changing in a gradual fashion. Background subtraction techniques [23, 29] have
been often considered in that case to differentiate objects from the background.
The model based on a mixture of Gaussians [23] for each pixel is an excellent
compromise between low complexity and fairly good approximation of stationary
signals. This yield the background log-likelihood map [Fig. (5.b)]:

fbk(x) = −log(
∑

i

wi
xN (µi

x, Σ
i
x)(I(x)) (6)

We have implemented such an approach as well as its online adaptation using
an EM in a GPU leading to real time performance for 640x480 color images.
We model the skin color distribution using a kernel-based approximation (partzen
windows) of the RGB space using a 32 × 32 × 32 histogram. Some minimal
interaction is requested from the user towards recovering an initial form of this
non-parametric density approximation. We note Dhd the approximate distribution
on the RGB space.

As we suppose the absence of spatial inter-pixel dependencies within the hand
, we obtain the likelihood probability map [Fig. (5.c)]:

fhd(x) = −log(Dhd(I(x)) (7)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: Log-likelihood maps: (a) video frame (b) background fbk (c) hand fhd

(d) non-hand forgroundfbd (e) difference map f (f) precalculated integral Fu

Last but not least, in order to further improve the discrimination of the hand
from the rest of body, we also consider a kernel-based density approximation of
the non-skin part of the body in the RGB space. Such a distribution Dbd refers
to the non-skin parts of the hand that is not part of the static background and is
obtained through user interaction. One can now use this distribution to define a
log-likelihood that differentiates the hand from the body parts that are not part of
the static background according to [Fig. (5.d)]:

fbd(x) = −log(Dbd(I(x)) (8)

Such conditional densities can now be used to create a bi-modal partition of
the image domain that differentiates the hand from the static background and the
non-hand body parts [Fig. (5.e)]. To this end, we introduce the following classic
log-likelihood cost function:

L(θ) =

∫

Ω(θ)

fhd +

∫

Ω̄(θ)

min(fbk(x), fbd(x))dx

=

∫

Ω(θ)

f(x)dx + K

(9)

where
f(x) = fhd(x)−min(fbk(x), fbd(x))
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and
K =

∫

image

min(fhd(x), fbd(x))dx

with K being a constant that can be pre-calculated for a given frame. Towards
more robust behavior of the method one can consider the convolution of f with
a small gaussian mask. While testing different hand positions, we will have to
calculate (9) with f stayinf fixed and varying θ. We speed up the calculation
using precalculated integrals and the green’s divergence theorem.

∫

Ω(θ)

f(p)dp =

∮

Γ=∂Ω

< F,N > ds (10)

Where N denotes the outward unit normal to Γ, ds the euclidean arclength ele-
ment and F = (Fu, Fv) is chosen so that ∇ · F = f . We choose Fu(x, y) =∫ x

t=0
f(t, y)dt and Fv = 0 [Fig. (5.f)]. The integrals over the area Ω are reduced

to an integral over the silhouette Γ. The lowest potential of this cost function with
respect to the Θ parameters refer to the most optimal pose configuration. There-
fore, the derivation of such a function with respect to model parameters is to be
carried out.

4.2 Likelihood Differentiation
In order to compute the likelihood and its derivative, we use the result obtained by
[27] in the context of active polygons. The derivative of the functional L(θ) with
respect to a vertex of the polygon is shown to be:

∂L

∂qi
k

=J(qi
k − qi

k−1)

∫ 1

0

f((1− t)qi
k−1 + tqi

k)tdt

+ J(qi
k+1 − qi

k)

∫ 1

0

f((1− t)qi
k+1 + tqi

k)tdt

(11)

with J =

[
0 1

−1 0

]
. Denoting lik ≡ |qi

k − qi
k+| the lengths of the segment

qi
k, q

i
k+ and ni

k its outward unit normal vector, we get

J(qi
k+1 − qi

k) = ni
kl

i
k

One should point out that the information of the functional f is being integrated
along adjacent edges for a vertex, and that each edge gives an orthogonal contri-
bution to its extremity vertices. The resulting vector ∂L/∂qi

k can be interpreted as
a data force acting on the silhouette vertex qi

k as shown in [Fig. (6)].
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Figure 6: Log-ikelihood map f and induced forces on the silhouette vertices

Combining the Likelihood derivative with respect to the silhouette vertices and
the silhouette vertices derivative with respect to θ we get :

∂L(θ)

∂θj

=

nq∑
i=1

ni∑

k=0

∂L

∂qi
k

∂qi
k

∂θj

(12)

Through this simple matrix multiplication, forces on the silhouette vertices are
transcribed to forces on the hand parameters.

4.3 Optimization
Several methods exist to recover the lowest potential of such a cost function. In
our case, due to the explicit calculation of the gradient, a variable metric gradient
descent under constraints can be considered with the advantage of fast conver-
gence.

To this end, we update the state vector with the following function :

θ ← θ + argmin{∆θ,A(θ+∆θ)≤b} (G(4θ)) (13)

with
G(4θ) =

dL

dθ
∆θ +

1

ρ
∆t

θCθ∆θ (14)
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The solution of 13 is obtained using a standard quadratic programming method
and ρ being an adaptive coefficient controlling the step length. Such a coefficient
satisfies the constraint that the decrease of the cost functional is greater to half of
the predicted one, or:

L(θ + ∆θ)− L(θ) ≤ 1

2

dL

dθ
∆θ (15)

On the other hand, Cθ is a preconditioning matrix which can be seen as a variable
metric. We choose Cθ such that the quadratic term in 14 locally matches the
quadratic chamfer distance bewteen the silhouettes for small variations i.e:

Dqc(Γ(θ), Γ(θ + ∆θ)) = ∆t
θC∆θ + o(‖∆θ‖2) (16)

with Dqc(Γ1, Γ2) the quadratic chamfer distance between curves that is defined as

Dqc(Γ1, Γ2) ≡
∫

Γ1

mint(Γ1(s)− Γ2(t))
2ds (17)

One can pre-calculate Cθ given the set Q = (qi
k) of silhouette vertices. Some

calculation leads to:

Dqc(Γ(θ), Γ(θ + ∆θ)) = o(‖∆θ‖2) +
1

3

∑
i

∑

k

lik[(∆qi
k
.ni

k)
2 + (∆qi

k+
.ni

k)
2 + (∆qi

k
.ni

k ×∆qi
k+

.ni
k)

2]

(18)

with ∆qi
k

=
∑

j

∂qi
k

∂θj
∆θj

.
The second term in right side of eqn 18 is quadratic with respect to ∆θ and

therefore can rewritten under the form of eqn.14. This quadratic term penalize
large steps and lead to a natural scaling between rotations and translations. Direc-
tions with little influence on the silhouette are less penalized than directions with
great influence.

Such a local optimization method allows to reach quite efficiently a nearby
minimum. However occlusions and depth ambiguities tend to create multiple local
minimas. Consequently, given the absence of temporal constraints in our approach
the method could fail after several frames. Such a limitation can be dealt through
multiple hypotheses testing. Particle filters is a common approach to implement
such a framework.
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4.4 Smart particle filtering

The particle filtering is based on a sampling approach, where the posterior density
function of the parameter θ for the frame at time t is approximated by a weighted
particle set {θn

t , πn
t }2N

n=1.

a)low-level processing :
Calculation of likelihood maps fbk,fhd,fbd, f
and precalculated integral F

b) resampling :
resample {θm

t−1, π
m
t−1}2N

m=1 into {θs(n)
t−1 , 1

N
}N

n=1

c) propagation with constraints:
for n=1:N
{ repeat

θn
t = θ

s(n)
t−1 +N (0, σC

θ
s(n)
t−1

)

until Aθn
t < b}

d) local optimization :
for n=1:N

{θ = θn
t

loop until convergence or max iteration
{ θ̂ ← θ + argmin{∆θ,A(θ+∆θ)≤b}(G(∆θ)

if (L(θ̂) < L(θ)) then θ ← θ̂
if equation 15 verified then ρ ← 2ρ else ρ ← ρ/2
θn+N

t = θ}
e) combine:

calculate kn such that the two distributions
{θn

t , 1/N}N
n=1 and {θn

t , kn}2N
n=1 are similar:

kn ∝
PN

j=1 d(n,j)P2N
i=1 d(n,i)

with d(i, j) = N (0, Σ)(θi
t − θj

t )

f) weight :
πn

t ∝ kn × exp(−L(θn
t )/τ) such that it is normalized

τ is tuned such that particules have comparables
weights. We get the particles set {θn

t , πn
t }2N

n=1

Figure 7: Overview of the smart particle filter approach with constrained gradient
descent.

Several methods exist for the implementation of such a framework in particu-
lar how to address the resampling aspect of the method. In the most general case,
given a random perturbation one can generate a solution that is then evaluated
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using the observed image, and the importance of this sample is updated according
to the fitness between the generated solution and the data.

Hand pose estimation refers to recovering parameters in a high-dimensional
space and therefore classical particle filter approach will fail to produce optimal
results - unless a huge number of perturbations are considered - given the dimen-
sionality of the search space. In order to overcome this limitation we adopt the
concept "smart particle filter" [3]. Such an approach integrated multiple hypothe-
ses generation with local gradient descent. The method steps are describe in [Fig.
(7)]. After propagating the particles a local gradient descent is performed and the
resulting new particle set is re-weighted such that the original Bayesian distribu-
tion is not altered. This allows efficient particle filtering using far fewer sample.
We refer the reader to the original paper for a fully detailled explaination. Such a
multi-start gradient descent method is demonstrated in [Fig. (8)].

Figure 8: Multi-Start smart particle filtering for hand pose estimation: (top row)
3D initial pose configuration after perturbation, (bottom row) 3D pose configura-
tion upon convergence through the constrained gradient descent method.

5 Results
In order to validate the proposed technique several sequences with important vari-
ations of the hand configurations were considered. User-aided approximate initial
conditions are provided in the first frame. Experimental results are shown in [Fig.
(9)]2. In the first sequence we present pose estimation results for a web-cam video
in a highly cluttered background with important noise level.

2We strongly encourage the reviewers to see the videos associated with this submission.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 9: Hand pose estimation results presented in a raster-scan format: (i) global
motions : translation rotation and clutching , (ii) individual finger bending: mid-
dle, ring, pink and thumb
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In such a video, we observe a complex combination of movements: transla-
tion in XYZ, rotation within the frontal plan, abduction, adduction and clutching.
The second sequence is made in the same conditions but with a different kind of
movements. Each finger except the index has be bended in the following sequen-
tial order: middle, ring, pinky and finally thumb. The results are encouraging in
both sequences.

6 Discussion

In this report we have proposed a novel optimization method for hand pose es-
timation from monocular images. Our method is based on hand model with 28
degrees of freedom for the articulations, while fingers refer to a succession of
ellipsoids. Anatomical conditions are considered through constraints within the
minimization process. Pose is determined through the optimization of an objec-
tive function defined within the silhouette of the hand once projected to the image
plane. Such a function aims to separate the characteristics of the skin with the
ones of the cluttered background. Such characteristics are updated online. Oppo-
site to prior work, we estimate the derivative of the cost function with respect to
the model parameters, leading to a natural method for determining the actual 3D
pose. Furthermore, towards addressing limitations of local optimization methods
we have considered a multiple-hypotheses testing algorithm. Introducing multiple
hypotheses in the process eliminates the risk of convergence to local minima that
is often the case of gradient descent optimization techniques. To this end, particle
filters are combined with constrained variable metric gradient descent methods.

Efficient and automatic initialization of the method is one of the most impor-
tant limitations of our approach and has to be addressed through learning. Fur-
thermore, accounting for the temporal coherence of hand motions is a promis-
ing future direction which will inherit additional constraints on the optimization
process and make the method more robust to the presence of noise. Introducing
better perturbation models when generating multiple hypotheses that account for
the anatomical constraints can also improve performance and decrease computa-
tion complexity. The case of mobile observation is also a natural extension of our
method where more advanced tools for background-foreground separation are to
be built. Furthermore, modeling and understanding hand gestures as a succession
of articulation parameters through autoregressive models could be a natural exten-
sion of the proposed framework. Such an extension could lead to sign-language
recognition that is one of the most challenging tasks of gesture analysis.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Intersecting two segments

We aim to obtain the intersection point between two segments [p11, p12] and [p21, p22]
with avec (pij) ∈ R24.

p
21

p
22

p
12

p
11

m

Figure 10: two segments crossing

We define pij ≡ (xij, yij). We get the equation of each line (pi1, pi2):

aix + biy + ci = 0 i ∈ 1, 2

ai = yi2 − yi1, bi = xi1 − xi2, ci = yi1xi2 − xi1yi2

The two segment intersect if and only if p11 and p12 are on separeted side of
the line (p21, p22) and p21 and p22 are on separet side of the line (p11, p12).

Defining vij ≡ aīxij + bīyij + cī with ī = 3− i, the two segments intersect if
and only if vi1vi2 ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2}. Once we know the two segments are intersect-
ing, we solve the linear system made of the two line equation in order to get the
intersection point m = (ym, xm):

ym = (a2c1 − c2a1)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

xm = (c2b1 − b2c1)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

The first order variation of the intersection point with respect to θ can be done
easily by calculating the following derivatives.
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dym

dxij

= (−1)j+i+1(aīyij̄ − ymaī)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

dym

dyij

= (−1)j+i(aīxij̄ + cī + ymbī)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

dxm

dxij

= (−1)j+i(bīyij̄ + cī + xmaī)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

dxm

dyij

= (−1)j+i+1(bīxij̄ − xmbī)/(b2a1 − a2b1)

We get the intersection points derivative with respect to θ :

dxm

dθ
=

2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

dxm

dxij

dxij

dθ
+

dxm

dyij

dyij

dθ

dym

dθ
=

2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

dym

dxij

dxij

dθ
+

dym

dyij

dyij

dθ
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